Umarex gauntlet parts diagram

Gauntlet Schematic and Parts Breakdown. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Did you
miss your activation email? The nice lady at Umarex sent me a schematic of the Gauntlet. It was
a very large file and I had to manipulate it a little to get it on the site. I hope it helps some and
that it views decently. Apparently even Umarex just got these in. They have little to no parts as
of yet. Loudon Tennessee. Quiet guns, loud guns, motorcycles and a good golf swing just to
keep it going. I am, therefore I plink. Southern California. I told my wife this Jan 17'that the
Benjamin Armada. April 17',I preordered a Hatsan Nova. May 17' preordered a FX Crown. Hatsan
Flash Pup. Should be helpful for lots of folks! Did you notice they seem to be missing the long
bolt that goes into the bottom of the valve retention block, part 19? Caronport , Saskatchewan,
Canada. Artemis M Quote from: Springrrrr on December 05, , PM. Western Massachusetts, USA.
On the qb guns it has a bolt attaching to the bottom that holds the stock on. You're right it does
control valve dwell but also was a major part of securing the valve since otherwise all there is
retaining it is that little weak screw coming into the valve from the bottom. I'd say pinning that
block further would be very much recommended if changing the regulator to a higher set point.
Cameron mentioned that there is actually a stock securing bolt that goes up into that number 19
block behind the valve, so it is the same as the QB guns, which is great. I guess as long as there
is no gap between it and the valve, then it should be a good stop and safety mechanism for
retaining the valve up to psi anyway JMO. Thanks a bunch Springrrrr, this is much appreciated.
SpiralGroove Ruminating Perfectionist!!! Hey Guys, Does the schematic look familiar? The add'l
upgrades to the valve maxi-valve , barrel mount and bottle adapter 2 screws each are good ones
too. I won't buy one as I already have the QB's, but can see why some would. Bothell, WA.
Quote from: Hajimoto on December 06, , AM. Can anyone explain the three parts that make up
""?? The stem is obvious but what are the other two components and what are they made of.
Quote from: rgb1 on December 07, , AM. SMF 2. Do you have the ability to use a fileshare like
Google which comes free with a free Gmail account and share the link to the file? Thank you so
much for doing the leg work. I would have to look again but I am not sure anything screws into
19 other than 2 maybe. When I took mine apart I was under the impression that 19 was the
controlling the valve dwell. I guess as long as there is no gap between it and the valve, then it
should be a good stop and safety mechanism for retaining the valve up to psi anyway JMO
Logged Caronport , Saskatchewan, Canada Artemis M Ron It's all part of the valve stem. The
first part is brass and behind it is a seal that seals against the back of the valve. It all is
assembled onto the stem, so when the hammer hits the stem it forces the brass piece with seal
forward, and the air rushes around it up into the port and into the barrel to push the pellet. Here
you go guys and gals. I had a posting problem getting the schematic to show and maybe still do
see if this works for you. I have the PDF but can not convert it. PM me an email and I think I can
attach it. Or Umarex will send it to you. Just carry it on into acehareware or such a find
something that fits. Do you know if one can buy the barrel band of the Gauntlet 25 separately
and install it on a Gauntlet 22??? At one time you could but so many people were installing
them incorrectly and essentially voiding the warranty on the PCP Umarex service says you have
to send the gun in for the part to be installed. Umarex told me same thing Hajimoto posted. Just
thought I'd put a more recent schematic here with the. Because there are no existing fastener
holes that can be used to install the part, that means the support needs to be aligned and
marked properly not to mention the drilling of the two holes required which need to be at the
appropriate angle to allow fasteners to be run in which essentially are cutting their own threads.
Jonah that is a really subjective question. Interesting and informative response to my question.
I wondered what was required to install the new barrel band. Sounds like to me it would be a
good video on the installation. All of your videos on the Gauntlet have been very good. I know
many air gunners would have some problems with the precise work required to install the barrel
band. But even if someone does not want to tackle the project, just seeing what must be done
by someone such as yourself would still be interesting. Buenas yo soy de cuba y tengo un
gauntlet cal. This was and probably still is a problem. If you put silicon grease on the rings, you
may get away with re-installing the barrel. What I did was relieve the leading edge of the sharp
barrel housing by angling it a little so the "O" rings would be able to glide in easier. That
worked. Winning is as easy as picking a number, no strings attached! This is our way of
thanking you for being a part of the worlds biggest airgun forum. Yours truly, Michael Wendt Owner. Join HERE. Views : Likes : 0. December 13, at pm Link. Springrrrr Participant. Umarex
doesn't have parts for this gun yet. As Haj said, if you take the barrel off, you will destroy the
"o" rings and according to the parts breakdown, two are the same and one is different. I don't
think anyone at Umarex knows why as of yet. Bruce Participant. Link will not work for me. Had
some issues, please copy and paste it. I replaced all 3 with the same o-ring. It works as it
should. GLPalinkas Participant. How about just putting the pdf in the body of your message.
October 30, at pm Link. Hajimoto Participant. October 31, at am Link. Jonah Participant. October

31, at pm Link. November 1, at am Link. Jonah Umarex told me same thing Hajimoto posted.
Hajimoto, Interesting and informative response to my question. April 4, at am Link. Manage
subscription. Email subscription Yes No. Cancel Submit. Viewing 14 posts - 1 through 14 of 14
total. You must be logged in to reply to this topic. Yes No. Whatever you need for your air rifle
or air pistol, we have you covered. To keep your. From its cleaning rod to a small tin of pellets
and even some small targets gives you all the airgun tools needed to keep your quality break
barrel, under lever and PCP air rifles shooting straight. Register Log in. You have no items in
your shopping cart. Pellet Pistols. BB Gun Pistols. Airsoft Pistols. Paintball Pistols. Air Pistol
Magazines. Air Rifle Magazines. Airsoft Magazines. Paintball Magazines. Airgun Pellets. Airgun
BBs. Airsoft BBs. Airgun Bullets. Pellet Rifles. BB Gun Rifles. Airsoft Rifles. Paintball Rifles.
View as Grid List. Display 24 48 per page. T4E TM4. It's got all the parts you need to bring back
the joy you experience when firing your gas blowback UMP on full-auto. Add one to your tool kit
and be fortunate when the unfortunate occurs! Shoulder one today! Filter by: Clear All. Price
range Clear. Caliber Clear. Brands Clear. Selected Options. Showing of results. Amoeba Avalon
Airsoft View all. Popular tags. Opening Time Monday - Friday 8. All rights reserved. Powered by
nopCommerce. Hajimoto Productions Strip Stak Pak for the Gauntlet An efficient multiport air
stripper that strips and channels air away from the pellet to allow for a more stable and less
turbulent pellet launch from the muzzle. The HP Air stripper 2. The kit also provides variable
baffle chambers to help remove both noise and turbulence in the air stream. The end result is a
more laminar air stream which reduces projectile instability and as a secondary benefit, reduces
the report of the rifle. Air Stripper comes with o-ring and silicone grease for installation. Strip
Stak Pak for the Umarex Origin A six piece kit that includes an efficient multiport air stripper
that strips and channels air away from the pellet to allow for a more stable and less turbulent
pellet launch from the muzzle. The kit also provides baffle chambers to help remove both noise
and turbulence in the air stream. I strongly recommend that you watch my installation video
below. This service is to modify the bottle shroud to allow the proper fit for the Power Flex
Combo carbon fiber tank and flex regulator:. If you are shipping me your forestock or bottle
shroud be sure to keep the screws, star washers, and sling stud as I will not need those. If you
have any type of rail installed for a bipod it needs to be removed prior to shipping me the bottle
shroud. If you select the stand-alone ship service, shipping instructions will follow which detail
the packaging and address to ship to. Cerakote or color change is not included photo is from
the Hajimoto Edition for illustration purposes. The service of installing the Super Tune Kit does
not include shipping. Return shipping will be calculated and added at check out. Shipping cost
will be based on a complete rifle sent to Hajimoto Productions in the original box and packing
materials. If the rifle is received in something heavier than the typical 14lbs, additional shipping
costs will need to be paid prior to the rifle being shipped back to the customer. If you are
shipping me your trigger group, you simply decock and degas the Gauntlet, remove it from the
stock, and remove the two fasteners that hold the group to the bottom of the pressure tube. If
you elect the stand-alone ship service, shipping instructions will follow which detail the
packaging and address to ship to. Assembled and tested by Hajimoto using quality US Parts!
The single largest performance increase modification item available for the Gauntlet. The best
way to reduce the difficulty of cocking the bolt. Consider adding the o-ring kit so you have all
that you need should one of the factory o-rings get damaged during the kit installation, see
option below. Be sure to follow my written instructions in the document below. Always read the
content below because any revised instructions, video, photos, or other links will be there. Full
fledged 2 stage trigger for the Umarex Gauntlet. This is a direct replacement for the single-stage
trigger that ships with the Umarex Gauntlet. Simple install which will increase the accuracy of
your shooting due to a more predictable and consistent breakpoint. It is recommended that the
stock trigger return spring be used with the two stage trigger as the trigger spring that comes
with the Super Tune Kit is too soft to be used effectively with the two stage trigger. Consider
current delivery reliability when selecting your shipping method, the choice is yours. Sort by
popularity Sort by average rating Sort by latest Sort by price: low to high Sort by price: high to
low View: 12 24 All. Replacement Air Stripper 0-ring is 14mm x 1. Sold out! SALE Currently out
of stock. Should be back in stock in less than 7 days. Smaller, Lighter Composite Poppet. Use
the video to install but follow these written instructions to adjust and tune the STK : Written
Detailed Tuning Instructions for the STK Always read the content below because any revised
instructions, video, photos, or other links will be there. Theme: multipurpose shop by
eDataStyle. I have put together the most common o-rings that fail during a tuning session. Most
of the stock o-rings for the internals will gouge when the airgun is disassembled, this kit will
allow you multiple attempts should any of the o-rings fail. I have put together a very easy and
complete stainless steel shim kit so you can adjust your Gauntlets Regulator output. The shims
that I have included give you a wide range of adjustability to mix and match different

thicknesses to get the regulator to output exactly what you want. The shim kit comes with easy
to follow instructions which guide you through the process as to what shims you need to add to
typically achieve my recommendations for each Gauntlet Caliber. To take a stock. The included
two 2 shims are for minor adjustments if you have a finicky regulator. If after the addition of the
one 2, your still 50 short, pull out the 2 and use the 3 for a total of Always use a regulator output
tester to confirm the output pressure of your regulator. It is the only safe and sure way to
properly adjust the pressure of your regulator. You have to fill and purge so the Belleville
washers settle into the new preload. Be sure to slow fill your bottle the first time only to PSI and
then purge it, fill slowly a second time to , and then purge fill the final time slowly and watch to
be sure the reg has settled and does not exceed your target pressure. If it does exceed your
target pressure, stop filling, purge and shim less. This part replaces part 19 and allows for
greater valve dwell producing more power to be produced at higher regulator pressure settings.
Designed to be used with the Super Tune Kit which comes with a lighter hammer spring. Stock
spring may over dwell this poppet in a stock Gauntlet. You must apply a liberal amount of
silicone grease or other synthetic lube on the air strippers o-ring. Failure to do so will cause the
o-ring to grip the dry interior of the shroud and cause damage to and break the air stripper.
Please read the provided instructions. Available the classic Picatinny rail version or the 15mm
np445 transmission
volvo service bulletins
2001 raptor 660 wiring diagram
thick version without a rail. Service to increase the output pressure of the regulator to match
the proper caliber. This magazine extends your capabilities by increasing the number of shots
between reloads. High accuracy CNC machined parts mean better loading with less damage to
pellets. This fits under high-scope rings and some medium-scope rings. Your scope may need
to be moved forward or back to clear the turret bell. Consider current delivery reliability when
selecting your shipping method, the choice is yours. Sort by popularity Sort by average rating
Sort by latest Sort by price: low to high Sort by price: high to low View: 12 24 All. You get: 3 sets
of pellet probe o-rings. The shim kit contains: 2 â€” 5 Shims. If you rapid fill, there is a good
chance you will pop your burst disc. Rated 5. Air Stripper comes with o-ring and silicone grease
for installation. Your scope may need to be moved forward or back to clear the turret bell
Features. Theme: multipurpose shop by eDataStyle.

